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 ill waterjets forever 
 take distant second 
 place to steel blades 
in the wood products industry? 
Blades have a lot going for 
them. They are time-tested and 
known in ever-more sophisti-
cated forms—ranging from 
honed edges of axes to computer-
guided, thin-kerf band saws.
 Loggers, sawyers, and 
skilled hands in secondary 
lumber facilities use blades, 
familiar implements producing 
favorable results. Improvements 
in blades and saw-optimizing 
technology definitely outpace 
research and development 
(R&D) in waterjet cutters for 
wood applications.
 Still, the story of Norman 
Franz, a forestry professor, cir-
culates in waterjetting history 
in multiple forms. All versions 
agree that Franz, a forestry 
professor, aimed to cut wood—
perhaps to fell standing timber 
or convert logs to lumber or 
both—by using pressurized 
water. That was almost 60 
years ago. The experiment by 
Franz stopped short of feasibil-
ity because of the difficulty of 
sustaining a flow of water 
under sufficient pressure. 
 With the development of 
pumps that can provide the 
pressure required to cut gran-
ite, the question persists about 
why the wood products indus-
try has not succumbed to the 
power of water. Tradition 
explains part of it. Logistics 
may also play a part. Tackling 
an entire tract of standing trees 
with waterjet cutters would 
demand a big reservoir of 
water in addition to fuel for 
pumps. Loggers would have 
to carry large quantities 
of fuel and water into the 
woods. (Carrying water to 
meet fire regulations is 

already burdensome enough.) It is easier to move in a wheeled or tracked 
carrier with a big harvesting head on it, a head that is made from steel.
 For now, the entire process of felling, debarking, bucking, squaring, 
sawing, trimming, planning—and milling and chipping—still depends 
predominantly on blades. Nickel alloy steel is tough and difficult to 
beat, strong enough to grip and crush and malleable enough to produce 
sharp, exacting blades. True, waterjetting cutting has not yet taken hold 
in significant ways in the wood products industry. But it is making inroads.
Debarking and More
 Competition for wood fiber drives some interest in substituting 
waterjets for blades. Gnarly trees are not easily debarked by steel with-
out the loss of valuable 
wood fiber. Fiber inadver-
tently torn away with bark 
can be used for mulch or 
pulp products, but grade 
lumber brings more money.
 In 1987, Alexandre 
Krilov obtained a patent 
for an ultra-high pressure 
water device for clean-
ing and debarking logs. 
Anticipating the concern 
over the large amount of 
water required, he coupled 
the device to a water recy-
cling system. Collecting the 
water by gravity as it washes 
off logs and coaxing it, 
again by gravity, to a hold-
ing pond is not difficult. 
To serve again, though, the 
water requires clarification via the addition of flocculants. The bark-
removing waterjetting device was tested on several Eucalyptus species.
 Krilov reported good results on the short logs in trials. Essential to 
success are nozzles that maintain a constant distance from the log, irre-
spective of the amount of curvature the log exhibits. 
 Computer numeric control (CNC) technology governs the position 
of the nozzles. The shape of the log is quickly read, or scanned, by an 
imaging device and the nozzles are moved along a stationary log in a 
way that keeps them the same distance from its surface. (A similar tech-
nique is applied to optimized saws, which depend on a motionless log 
and mobile CNC blades, or the reverse—stationary blades, moving log. 
So the general workability is known.)
 Every part of the saw line is a potential area for R&D in the use of 
waterjets instead of blades. Sawdust and heat are constant threats to 
safety in even the best ventilated and cleanest mills; waterjet cutting 
would further reduce hazards. Moreover, sawdust is not a by-product 
of cutting with waterjets.
 Despite the powerful hydraulically powered harvesters and feller 
bunchers that take down standing timber, some trees have such girth 
that chain saws must be used to fell them. For those trees, girdling 
sometimes gets the process started. Disrupting the flow of nutrients 
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The Engineer’s Handbook 
observes that “ironically” the 
wood products industry had an 
early tie to waterjetting, but then 
wood and waterjets more-or-less 
diverged. That may change when 
R&D revives along with the econ-
omy. After all, waterjet cutters 
and wood have been dancing 
around each other for several 
decades. At some juncture, they 
seem destined to get together 
on a permanent basis.
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access to an abrasive-jet. It is 
also the case that I find abra-
sive-jets very easy to use, so I 
suppose there is the advantage 
of simply drawing the shape 
and cutting it, that may or 
may not exist in traditional 
wood equipment.”
 Advantages in applying 
waterjet cutters to wood must 
include the possibility of using 
one machine for two tasks, 
explains Olsen. “The ability to 
do materials other than wood, 
which can complement the 
wood—such as inlaying steel 
or stone into a wood cut” is an 
advantage, he says. “If you cut 
the wood and the stone on the 
same machine, then you can 

in the tree kills it, making it easier to fell or topple the tree later, when 
it is dead or moribund.
 In 2004, Philippe R. Murcia applied for a patent on a tree girdling 
device that is a waterjet cutter. The method never seems to have taken 
off, perhaps because compact harvesters can so easily navigate and thin 
even the densest stands. But the advantages cited by the patent appli-
cant include two that will continue to return others to the possibilities 
of waterjet cutters applied to wood: less fatigue among crews charged 
with girdling and enhanced safety.
Secondary Manufacturing
 Many readers have seen the article by Carl Olsen, senior programmer at 
OMAX Corporation, Kent, WA, at the waterjet.org website. Olsen describes 
a wooden electronic guitar he made using waterjets to cut the wood. 
 Olsen tells us that his experience with waterjet or abrasive-jet wood 
cutting is limited. He explains he made the guitar using a waterjet cut-
ter because he was interested in trying out the capabilities of the tools 
he had at hand.
 “The reason that I have used an abrasive jet for such applications in 
the past is because it was the most accessible tool for me,” says Olsen. 
“I do not have access to other woodworking tools, but I have good 
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use essentially the same data 
to cut each piece and ensure 
a good fit with less effort.”
 Olsen hypothesizes that 
there will be other advantages 
seized and weighed as valuable, 
as the cost of waterjet cutting 
machines begins to put them 
in the range of more manu-
facturing shops. “I would say 
the advantages I see might 
include possibly easier pro-
gramming and probably 
include the ability to do very 
intricate work without having 
to worry about a blade bind-
ing up or going dull.”
 Custom molding would 
seem to be a likely niche for 
waterjet cutters to eventually 
flourish. Now, the knives 
required for a novel pattern 
must be designed and then 
tooled. But the waterjet cutter 
could bypass the process of 
making the knives, saving 
money, materials, and time. 
 On the other hand, any 
industry-wide deployment of 
waterjet cutters would have 
to first address the same two 
issues of concern when apply-
ing waterjets to wood that 
Olsen cites in his guitar arti-
cle. One is to ensure wood 
does not get too wet and 
change form. The other is 
to devise a means to guard 
against water ricochet. 
 “The problem with water 
and wood,” says Dennis Des 
Marais, sales manager in 
industrial engineering at PaR 
Systems, Inc., Shoreview, 
MN, “is the inconsistency 
in wood fiber. If you just 
want to hack wood apart, 
a waterjet will work.”
 The granular nature of 
wood makes diversion of a 
waterjet a likely unwanted 
side effect, explains Des 
Marais, an engineer by 

training with 35 years of experience in waterjetting. There must be consis-
tent density in a substrate to make waterjet cutting a suitable method.
 In certain segments of wood products, density differences may matter 
less. On some large plantation tracts, whole tree chippers now get the 
process of pulp production started. Whether a configuration of waterjets 
could substitute for such chippers is an interesting question. Certainly, 
tolerance for moisture in chips destined for pulp and paper mills would 
be higher than for other applications.
 “We cut plywood for samples and backing plate with waterjet cutters,” 
explains Des Marais. “We’ve used waterjets for cutting very, very high 
quality plywood.” The pressure for that would be 60,000 psi or on the low 
end of the cutters that his company produces—waterjets up to 105,000 psi.
 Plywood falls into the special-case category. Technically, it is more a 
composite than a wood, given thin layers of wood are held together with 
glue. The advantages of using waterjets to cut plywood have been exploited 
with great success for some time. 
 Waterjets may also be in the future of planing mills.
 Should water return to primary breakdown mill or to the secondary 
lumber manufacturing lines, there will be a full circle aspect to it: Water 
moved the first sash-type mills.
 The Engineer’s Handbook (www.engineershandbook.com) observes 
that “ironically” the wood products industry had an early tie to waterjet-
ting, but then wood and waterjets more-or-less diverged. That may change 
when R&D revives along with the economy. After all, waterjet cutters and 
wood have been dancing around each other for several decades. At some 
juncture, they seem destined to get together on a permanent basis.


